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In 2018/19 the organization RISE 
Interactive, (Research Institutes of 
Sweden) started a project about 
internet influence among young people. 

The goal was to investigate how to 
teach students about information 
influence and deceptive/malicious 
internet phenomena.

Workshop about internet influence
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”The workshop is based on the challenge that it 
is difficult to be resistant to malicious internet 
phenomena in their everyday internet use. That 
is why we focus on the individual media use and 
the young people themselves. 

The workshop allows the students to work 
based on their own identity and vulnerabilities 
and in group learn about influencing strategies 
they can encounter on the internet. The 
workshop is a good complement to work with 
source criticism.”

Workshop about internet influence
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The workshop takes between 2 to 4 hours to do. 
Groups of 4-6 students go through three activities:

• Identity map 
– each person makes an identity map which is to be ”swapped” 
with another person in the group

• Group activity about influence phenomena 

– the group solves a challenge with a card game about malicious 
impact phenomena

• Impact campaign 

– each person makes a malicious impact campaign aimed at a 
friend in the group and with support of their identity map

Workshop about internet influence
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This is where I hang out on 
social media/internet/online:

Don’t like:

Identitymap

1. Identity map (individually)

The students create an overview of their 
interests, group affiliation and their internet 
usage. The identity map will be the starting point 
in understanding how we can become targets for 
malicious influence campaigns. A person´s feeling 
is what is most often used in influence 
campaigns.

1a. How to fill in the map:
The student makes the map individually but can 
still sit in a group to be able to talk about their 
choices. They can both write and draw and use 
emoji stickers in the map. It will give inspiration 
and stimulates creativity in the exercise.
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In the middle of the map the student writes his or her 
name or a nickname representing the person´s identity. 

Questions to getting the exercise going:

• Where do you come from?
• Family/relatives, ethnicity?
• Gender
• Who you are in the class? (the happy one, the 

studious one, the clown…)
• Outlook on life, religion
• Beliefs, position (vegan, enviroment, politics…)
• Your interests (horse jumping, gaming, hiking…)
• Context (little sister, adopted, musician, football 

player, boyfriend…)
• Characteristics that identify you (talkative, 

thoughtful, curious…)
• Ask a friend for anything to add
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1b. Vulnerable points

To connect the map to the subject information 
influence, in the next step the students reflect 
over their ”vulnerable points”. 

When the identity map is filled in, with a red 
marker the student picks 2-4 things on the map 
that creates a lot of feelings and are important to 
them. These points will be discussed later in the 
exercise, how they can be used as a target in 
order to influence. 
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2. The Card game about information influence

The stack of cards consists of 15 strategies connected to 
information influence on the internet. Each strategy is paired 
up with an example. 

The goal is to create an understanding for some of the 
strategies, and get a insight into the fact that these forms of 
information influence  is strategic and consciously designed 
at a higher level.

How to use the card game
The students are divided in groups of 4-5 people, and are 
encouraged to collaborate to pair up the cards. On the back 
of the cards there is a key in the form of a pattern.
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3. Influence campaign

This exercise ties together the previous exercises by 
using a strategy from the card game to construct a 
influence campaign using a classmate´s identity map.

The students will create a message, either by 
themselves or with the teacher where they use the 
vulnerable red marked points from the classmate´s 
identity map. They are encouraged to exaggerate, 
distort or use ugly tricks to enhance the message. 

A good start is to let the student think about the 
reaction the campaign will create. In that way it will be 
easier to determine what can create strong emotions 
and which channels to use to get the message out. 

The students will then present their campaign and the 
thought behind it and the group can discuss and reflect 
about information influence. 
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https://botarochtroll.ri.se/

The card game is also available online (in Swedish though), as practice and a quiz 


